In response to the recent precise measurement of mesic X-ray yields, it became possible to discuss the cascade process in mesic atom more exactly in order to investigate the nuclear absorption process. It is shown for the muonic atom of 12 C that the statistical distribution of the initial mesic bound states is more reasonable than the modified one earlier obtained by Eisenberg and Kessler. On the basis of this consideration, mesic cascade processes, including the strong absorption as well as the natural decay, are fully analysed and typical calculations are carried out for 9 Be, 12 C and 16 0, whose results are in good agreement with recent experimental ones. § l. Introduction A negatively charged meson in matter is repeatedly scattered by atoms and at last it is trapped by the Coulomb field of the nucleus, forming a bound state or a mesic atom. Then the bound meson is in a higher excited state, from which the meson is rapidly deexcited to lower states through successive electromagnetic transition processes, accompanying the emission of Auger electrons and photons. In addition the meson has the absorptive process by the strong interaction with the nucleus. Therefore nuclear informations, different from the leptonic atom, are supplied from the mesic atom. 1 ), 2 ),s)
In response to the recent precise measurement of mesic X-ray yields, it became possible to discuss the cascade process in mesic atom more exactly in order to investigate the nuclear absorption process. It is shown for the muonic atom of 12 C that the statistical distribution of the initial mesic bound states is more reasonable than the modified one earlier obtained by Eisenberg and Kessler. On the basis of this consideration, mesic cascade processes, including the strong absorption as well as the natural decay, are fully analysed and typical calculations are carried out for 9 Be, 12 C and 16 0, whose results are in good agreement with recent experimental ones. § l. Introduction A negatively charged meson in matter is repeatedly scattered by atoms and at last it is trapped by the Coulomb field of the nucleus, forming a bound state or a mesic atom. Then the bound meson is in a higher excited state, from which the meson is rapidly deexcited to lower states through successive electromagnetic transition processes, accompanying the emission of Auger electrons and photons. In addition the meson has the absorptive process by the strong interaction with the nucleus. Therefore nuclear informations, different from the leptonic atom, are supplied from the mesic atom. In fact the pion is a useful probe for the investigation of the neutron distribution or nuclear correlation in the nucleus through the two-nucleon absorptive process, while the kaon is that for studying the composition of the nuclear surface on the basis of the peripheral absorptive process. 4 ) In both cases it is necessary to clear up the cascade process, which is indispensable for discussing the absorptive process.
In § 2 we discuss the initial distribution in the mesic atom. In the first place we determine the state distribution in the muonic atom which has no competition with the nuclear absorption in the cascade process. But the process to form the mesic atom is concerned with the higher excited states, where the electromagnetic interaction takes an important part, so that the problem of the initial distribution in pionic and kaonic atoms can be regarded as equivalent to that in the muonic atom.
In § 3 we deal with the pionic cascade process on the basis of the distribution obtained in § 2, and discuss our results in § 4. § 2. The problem of the initial distribution When a negatively charged meson is bound by the nuclear Coulomb field, forming a mesic atom, it is a very difficult problem to know the bound, state distribution of the mesons exactly. At first the bound meson moves in the orbit with a certain mean radius or energy approximately equal to that of the emitted electron. The meson in the circular orbit corresponding to the principal quantum number n has the energy En and the mean radius rm which are, as is well known, given by
where m-;.., is the reduced mass of the meson for the nucleus with the electric charge Ze, so that the principal quantum number n of the mesic orbit with the radius corresponding to that of the electron in the ground state (the K-shell electron) is about 14 for the muonic atom, "--' 16 for the pionic atom and '"'-'31 for the kaonic atom. The states in which the radius of the orbit of the bound meson is almost equal to that of the K-shell electron is sometimes simply referred to as the equivalent mesic states in the present paper. The cascade of the meson from these equivalent mesic states to lower states can be calculated mainly by the dipole approximation for the transition probability.
It ,is the first problem to know the distribution of the mesons in these equivalent mesic states:' When the mesic atom is formed, if the mesons were bound in these equivalent mesic states, the population of the mesons in these states would be statistically given by the equipartition theorem. But if the mesons were bound in much higher states, the statistical distribution would be modified as a result of cascade to these states: (2l + 1) · exp (al), where a is a constant, which was formerly found to be 0.2 from the phenomenological point of view. 5 ) We begin with a simpler problem of the muonic atom, which has no strong interaction or no nuclear absorption in the cascade process, because the weak capture rate is much smaller than the electromagnetic transition rate. So for the electromagnetic transition, we can calculate the cascade process from the equivalent mesic states n = 14 to lower states for the muonic atom of 12 C, taking the natural decay of the muon into account, and then we consider the following formula with the enhancement factor caused by the center of mass effect:
where Pr is the radiative dipole transition rate, P AK and PAL the Auger transition rates accompanying the emission of the K-and L-shell electrons, respectively, me the electron mass, m" the meson mass, m N the nuclear mass, ae the electron Bohr radius, a>. the meson Bohr radius, a the fine structure constant, Ze~ and Zew the effective nuclear charges for the meson ). and the electron screened by the electron cloud, respectively, and Calculated yields based on this cascade process are given in Table I , compared with experimental yield, from which it is confirmed that the initial distribution is simply statistical (a), rather than modified statistical (b). From this fact we can interpret the formation process of the muonic atom as follows: The muon penetrating the electron cloud so as to feel the nuclear net .charge is bound by the nucleus in the orbit of the principal quantum number nr--./ 14, as mentioned above, and the muon with lower energy is scarcely bound in the orbit of higher states than n = 14 because of the repulsion of the meson with the electron cloud or of the shielding effect of the nuclear charge by the electron cloud. Then if the distribution of mesons in the equivalent mesic states depends on the overlaptransition ping of the product of the initial muonic and the Is electronic wave function with the product of the final electronic and the 14l muonic wave function, this overlapping is approximately independent of the angular momentum. Thus the initial distribution is proportinal to the degeneracy of the angular momentum, and it gives the statistical distribution. § 3. The cascade process of the pionic atom
The process forming a pionic atom is analogous to that of a muomc atom on the basis of the electromagnetic interaction, so we assume that the initial state distribution in the pionic atom is also statistical. For the pionic atom, however, the nuclear absorption of pions based on the strong interaction is included in the cascade process in addition to the electromagnetic transition, as already mentioned in the preceding section. Based on the optical model the absorption rate is given by (3 ·1) where p (r) is the nucleon distribution, such as the Fermi type, <jJ (r) the pionic wave function, and A~ and An are respectively local and non-local absorption constants associated with the imaginary parts of the pion-two nucleon effective scattering lengths, including main effects of the nucleon correlation and the nuclear Fermi motion.
In addition to the nuclear form factor the mesic wave function takes account of the strong interaction/) by which the radiative transition rate is reduced by a few percent for the lowest one. 7 ),S)
But for the lowest state of the. pionic atom the rate of the nuclear absorption is larger by an order of magnitude than that of the electromagnetic transition, and for the d and higher states the rate of the nuclear absorption is smaller by several orders of magnitude than that of the electromagnetic one, where we can use the Coulomb wave function for the pion neglecting the strong interaction for higher state. Further, the Stark transition is not taken into account, since the external field felt by the meson is negligible because of the shielding effect of the electron ?loud in the following nuclei.
On the basis of the above consideration we can calculate the X-ray yields in pionic atoms of 9 Be, 12 C and 16 0, which are given in Table II . The nuclear absorption fraction from several states in each of these pionic atom is given in Table III .
Here it is noted that the absorption constants are obtained from the bound state as well as from the scattering state. Namely A~=0.220 and An=l.97 in the pionic relativistic unit (It= m"' = c = 1) are given from the pionic level width (Z = 6"-"83) / 
rule for nuclei. 14 ) We can find a good agreement between the values obtained from the bound state listed in the fourth column in Table II and the experimental value in the fifth column. This implies also a justification of our assumption of the initial distribution of pions in the atomic state. The calculated yield based on the scattering state in the third column is also consistent with the experimental yield. These facts indicate that as long as the yield in the present experimental accuracy is concerned, we cannot suggest any inconsistency of the results obtained from the bound state and from the low energy scattering state. The Ka yield, however, which is very sensitive to the absorption rate has some discrepancies. This would include the problem of the assumption of the additivity 
rule of the pion-two nucleon scattering length and effective pion-nucleus scattering lengths as well as the higher wave interaction, which will be discussed in our next paper.
The disagreement of the calculated value with experimental one of the La yield in 16 0 pionic atom in Table II seems to be based on the earlier inaccurate experimental result.
It is noted in Table III that due to the natural decay of the pion as well as the nuclear absorption from the higher states the total absorption fraction is not always 100 percent. § 4. Conclusion It is concluded from the above calculated result that the muon is initially bound into the states of the principal quantum number n = 14 with the statistical distribution and form the muonic atom. The good agreement between the calculated and experimental values of the pionic X-ray yield, as shown in Table II , implies that the assumption in the formation process of the .muonic atom is also valid in the pionic atom. This fact may be extended to general mesic atoms. But the Auger transition is neglected in lower states in kaonic and .2-hyperic atoms, and due to the competition of the radiative transition and the nuclear absorption the latter process becomes simple, leading to the circular transition and the peripheral capture. At the present stage the degree of the experimental accuracy for the kaonic X-ray 3 l is not so good as to be able to confirm the cascade process of the kaonic atom. 15 
l'
16 l Table III shows that the pion is absorbed by the nucleus mainly from the p state especially in 12 C and 16 0, and the ratio of the absorption from the 2p state to that from higher p states is about 2: 1. The nuclear absorption from the higher states is also an important fact which one should not ignore. On the other hand it is difficult at present to determine this absorption fraction from the theory of pion absorption. 17 ) Therefore it may be impossible to discuss the pion absorption more strictly and quantitatively until this absorption fraction is obtained from the cascade process.
